
ORGANISATION
Players in groups of 2-4 + rectangle 
pitch divided into four channels.

This session is designed to get team
mates working together defensively.
Players are locked into their zones and
must organise to block and screen passes
between teams. Yellow is aiming to play
split passes and penetrate red defence
when in possession. Red try to screen and
block. If they win the ball, they keep it with
their red team mates. Communication
and organisation are key. Defensive
principles are easily coaches in this
practice. If the ball is on the line, allow the
50/50 challenge but to begin with, players
cannot enter the opposition zones.
Encourage teams in possession to move
the ball quickly and you may condition
this if needed.

Ensure you rotate players between central
and end channels as the game is different
for players in different zones.

Possible Constraints
1. Allow players to make 50/50 tackles

when ball is on the line.
2. Condition the game so that passes

must be below head height.
3. Progress to allow one defender to

step into the opposition channel once
players have grasped the concept.

4. Restrict team in possession to limited
number of passes to keep play
moving quickly.

5. Allow more than one or all players to
step in and defend (this leads to
chaos so be mindful).

6. Allow attacking players to move into
opposition channels to receive
between lines.

The Set Up
Rectangle pitch divided into four zones. Zones are generally 8-
10 yards wide. Adjust size of pitch based on age and number of 
players.

Organised Defence
Reds get themselves in good position with pressure, cover and 
balance.

Success
Reds. successfully intercept the ball from yellow and find a quick split 
pass through yellow to maintain possession. Yellow now have to 
organise and defend.

The SPACE needs to be appropriate for the ability of the players. The wider the area they harder it is to 
defend. You can always start narrow and make the pitch wider as the game goes. This session will  allow you 
to coach defensive principles, but give the players time to work out how they can stop the ball coming 
through. If an entire team sits back, allow attackers to step in and engage the defender.

CONSIDERATIONS

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS

Technical
Passing
Receiving
1v1s
Body shape

Physical
Agility
Twisting & turning
1v1 Duels
Tackling

Psychological
Patience
Composure
Clarity
Confidence

Social
Teamwork
Communication
Encouragement
Collaboration

TEAMWORK: The practice is slow moving at
times but requires a lot of communication and
team work to get success winning the ball. Focus
on compact shapes and cover.

COLLABORATION: Observe how teams work
together and reinforce positive examples of
collaboration.

PEER TO PEER: Create breaks in play for teams
to discuss tactics between themselves, either in
unit groups or as a whole team

SESSION PLAN
Teamwork & Collaboration: Defending Together

20 – 25 minutes
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ORGANISATION
Two teams + half pitch narrowed off.

This session is designed to get players
working together to successfully break
down a low block, or if defending, stop
the opposition with effective defending.
The session can be adapted for various
player numbers. The principles from
session one will apply for the defenders
and teams will be required to show
effective communication and work
together.

Narrow the pitch to make the challenge
very difficult for the attacking team.
They will need to move the ball quickly.
If red win the ball, they play back into
the server and yellow attack again. You
can adapt the practice (image 3) to have
a goal on halfway so reds can score on
winning possession. You can progress
by opening up the pitch to full width

and allowing attackers more space and
defenders a bigger challenge.

Possible Constraints
1. Lock players into their zones
2. Allow attackers free movement and

defenders to track a runner.
3. Restrict attackers to only passing

into goal box to score
4. Release constraints and allow

players to move anywhere in the
space.

5. Open the pitch up to full width to
challenge defenders.

6. Implement a goal on halfway for
red team to score in. Could restrict
them to X number of seconds to
score.

The Set Up
Age appropriate area with representative pitch geography. 
Adapt shape based on player numbers. Image above is 
designed to represent Red 1-4-4-2 vs Yellow  1-4-3-3

Organised Defence
Reds get themselves a low block and are locked into 
zones (initially). Yellow play against their opposing unit 
and can be locked or unlocked at the start

Adapted with 2 GKs
You can put a goal on halfway with or without a GK to 
incentivise red to score quickly on winning possession. This 
make the game more realistic with less repetition.

The SPACE needs to be appropriate for the ability of the players. The wider the area they harder it is to 
defend. You can always start narrow and make the pitch wider as the game goes. This session will  allow 
you to coach defensive principles, but give the players time to work out how they can stop the ball coming 
through. If an entire team sits back, allow attackers to step in and engage the defender.

CONSIDERATIONS

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Passing
Receiving
1v1s
Body shape

Physical
Agility
Twisting & turning
1v1 Duels
Tackling

Psychological
Patience
Composure
Clarity
Confidence

Social
Teamwork
Communication
Encouragement
Collaboration

TEAMWORK: The practice requires excellent
communication and organisation. Allow players
time for a team talk (player led) to decide how
they will solve the problem of setting or breaking
the block.

COLLABORATION: Observe how teams work
together and reinforce positive examples of
collaboration.

PEER TO PEER: Create breaks in play for teams
to discuss tactics between themselves, either in
unit groups or as a whole team

SESSION PLAN
Teamwork & Collaboration: Breaking the Block

30 – 35 minutes
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